Abstract. -We investigate a scattering of electron which is injected individually into an empty ballistic channel containing a cavity that is Coulomb coupled to a quantum ring charged with a single-electron. We solve the time-dependent Schrödinger equation for the electron pair with an exact account for the electron-electron correlation. Absorption of energy and angular momentum by the quantum ring is not an even function of the external magnetic field. As a consequence we find that the electron backscattering probability is asymmetric in the magnetic field and thus violates Onsager symmetry.
Introduction. -The transport properties of twodimensional mesoscopic and nano-scale conductors are usually studied in external magnetic field B applied perpendicular to the plane of electron confinement. The current / voltage (I/V ) characteristics of the device is described by its conductance (G), I(B, V ) = G(V, B)V . In the linear transport regime the conductance is independent of V , moreover it is an even function of the magnetic field [1] G(B) = G(−B) -relation that is known as the Onsager symmetry.
In the Landauer approach the linear conductance G(B) is determined by the probability T (B) that a Fermi-level electron is transferred from one terminal to the other G(B) = e 2 T (B)/h. The dependence of the transfer probability on B results from Aharonov-Bohm interference and from deflection of the electron trajectories by the Lorentz force. Due to the magnetic forces the kinetics of the electron transfer through an asymmetric channel is different for opposite magnetic field orientations. However, the backscattered trajectories are identical for ±B which results in the Onsager symmetry.
In the non-linear transport regime the magnetic-field symmetry of the current can be broken [2] . The magnetic asymmetry of the non-linear current was observed in various systems, including open quantum rings [3] and dots (cavities) [4] as well as in carbon nanotubes [5] . A number of scenarios for the appearance of the asymmetric current were given, including potential landscape being not an even function of the magnetic field [2, 6] , effects of the electron-electron interaction within the channel [7] or capacitive coupling of the channel to the other conductor which is driven out of equilibrium [8] by an applied bias.
The studies of the magnetic field asymmetry of the current [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] concerned standard devices which are filled by the electron gas. Recently, Gustavsson et al. [9] studied experimentally the Aharonov-Bohm self-interference of electrons injected into the channel one by one. In the experiment single-electron injection occurs due to Coulomb blockade which allows only a single electron to move between the source and the drain. The single-electron valve applied in the device [9] is a quantum dot occupied by a single-electron with the energy below the Fermi energy of the source. The electron can be ejected from a bound quantum dot state into the channel only using the excess energy of another electron which tunnels from the source Fermi level to replace the ejected electron in the quantumdot-confined state (so called co-tunneling process). In the experiment [9] the transmission of electrons through the device is detected by a counter instead of ammeter applied in standard experiments that measure the current carried by the electron gas. The electron counter consists of a quantum point contact charge coupled to the channel. In the single-electron injection regime the counter registers transmission of only about a hundred electrons per second, which is due to the low probability of the cotunneling process.
The separation of a single electron of the twodimensional electron gas was accomplished already in the nineties but only in the quantum dot confined state [10] . With the single-electron injection [9] it becomes possible to study a single electron in motion. The experiment with single electrons moving across an empty channel provides an attractive alternative to standard experiments where the current is carried by a gas of electrons, or in the linear regime, by electrons at the Fermi level. The single-electron scattering conditions resemble the ones present in atomic physics but in the solid-state scattering experiment the potential may be formed at will and a single scattering center is naturally observed. Since the moving electron is the only one inside the channel it is no longer shielded from the environment like in the case of a two-dimensional electron gas. The moving electron will be therefore more effectively coupled to any external charges. In the linear transport regime electrons at 0 K temperature are not able to loose energy because of the exclusion principle. This is different for a single electron that moves through an empty channel which, because of the interaction with the environment, can loose energy and momentum and thus undergo inelastic scattering.
In the present paper we consider an electron moving in an empty semiconductor nanochannel and its scattering by a potential cavity that is capacitively coupled to a quantum ring containing a single electron. The electron is injected into the channel i) from a bound localized electron state formed within a quantum dot ii) with a finite kinetic energy (that in the experiment [9] is equal to the difference between the Fermi level of the source and quantum dot energy level) and iii) the electron moves across an empty channel, i.e. not filled by an electron gas, iv) the injection due to the release of the electron from the bound-state has intrinsically a time-dependent character in contrary to the stationary flow of the current at the Fermi level. We develop a scheme to simulate the single-electron scattering based on the time-dependent Schrödinger equation. Calculations are numerically "exact" with full account of the correlation between the electron within the channel and the electron confined in the quantum ring. We find that the electron transmission probability is not symmetric in B. The asymmetry is due to the inelastic scattering properties of the quantum ring which tends to absorb the angular momentum of the channel electron. We therefore indicate a new mechanism for violation of the Onsager symmetry specific for the single-electron injection conditions.
Theory. -Although the present paper is inspired by the single-electron injection of Ref. [9] we consider here a different geometry. The ring is formed beside and not within the channel. The studied system is schematically depicted in the inset of taken as infinite potential barriers. Spacing between the center of the ring and the left edge of the channel is equal to 50 nm. Deformation of the electron density within the ring has an angular character, hence the ring is assumed strictly one-dimensional. We consider the two-electron Hamiltonian
where
is the single-electron energy operator (n = 1, 2) and F is the potential defining the channel. The electron-electron interaction is assumed to be a screened Coulomb interaction V ee (r) = e 2 4πrǫǫ0 exp(−r/λ) with the screening length λ = 500 nm, which is large in comparison to the cavity & ring system. GaAs dielectric constant ǫ = 12.9 and electron effective band mass m * = 0.063m 0 are applied. We neglect the tunneling between the ring and the cavity. Therefore, the two electrons that occupy separate regions in space -channel and the ring -can be treated as distinguishable. The single-electron Hamiltonian eigenstates of the electron in the ring φ l (r 1 ) and the electron inside the channel f k (r 2 ) form a complete basis for the two-electron problem. The solution of the time-dependent Schrödinger equation ihdΨ/dt = HΨ can be therefore written in a general form [11] 
in which the entire time dependence is contained in the set of coefficients c kl . We define a partial wave packet of the electron within the channel associated with the quantum ring state of angular momentum l
With this definition the general solution of the Shrödinger equation acquires the form
The wave functions of the electron inside the ring written in the symmetric gauge A = exp(ilθ). Equations for the time evolution of the partial wave packets are obtained by inserting Eq. (5) into the Schrödinger equation followed by a projection on a quantum ring state of angular momentum k
In the above equation E l =h 2 2m * (l + Φ/Φ 0 ) 2 is the energy level of the isolated quantum ring [see Fig. 2(b) ] with Φ 0 = h/e -the magnetic flux quantum and Φ = BπR 2 . In Eq. (6) the interaction term
induces oscillations between partial wave packets corresponding to different angular momenta of the electron within the ring. We solve a system of five equations (6) taking into account l = 0, ±1, ±2 states of the ring. For magnetic fields studied below contribution of the partial wave packets with higher angular momenta is negligible.
The system of equations (6) is solved using the CrankNicolson scheme with a finite difference approach in which we apply the gauge-invariant discretization of the kinetic energy operator introduced in Ref. [12] . The entire computational channel is taken 20 µm long with the mesh spacing of 2 nm. The initial state for the electron within the channel χ(r 2 ) is prepared in the way previously applied in Ref. [13] : within the channel we form a shallow rectangular potential well of depth 5 meV with the center 200 nm below the cavity of Fig. 1 and a spread along the channel of ±80 nm. The electron in the quantum well is relaxed to the ground-state. Then the potential well is removed and the packet is pushed up along the channel by a pulse of an electric field acting till the electron acquires an average momentum −ih ∂ ∂y + eA y =hk, for k = 0.04/nm. This value corresponds to a kinetic energy of progressive motionhk 2 /2m * = 0.91 meV. We assume in the initial condition that the electron in the ring is in the ground-state of l angular momentum before the scattering process, hence we apply ψ l = χ and ψ k = 0 for k = l. Admixtures of the excited ring states are present in the final state. The scattering process that we describe in this letter lasts about 50 ps. In the considered energy range (sub meV) the dominant relaxation mechanism is due to the electron coupling to acoustic phonons. The relaxation times of the excited ring states to the ground state are of the order of nano seconds [14] , which allows us to neglect energy and angular momentum relaxation during the scattering. On the other hand, the transmission rates in the experiment of Gustavsson et al. [9] vary between 10 Hz (single-electron injection regime) and 10 kHz (sequential tunneling regime). The electron inside the ring will therefore relax to the ground-state before the next electron enters the channel, which supports the initial condition applied in the present calculation.
Results. -Probability density for the electron within the channel is calculated as l |ψ l (r 2 , t)| 2 . The timedependence of the part of the packet before, within, and above the cavity for neglected electron-electron interaction is plotted in Fig. 1 for B = ±0.7 T. The part below the cavity -incoming and reflected parts of the packet -is identical for both magnetic field orientations at any moment in time which is a result of the invariance of the backscattered trajectories with respect to the B vector orientation. The parts of the packet within the cavity and above it for opposite B orientations are not identical due to the Lorentz force effect [15] . At the end of the simulation the cavity is left empty and as a consequence in the large t limit the same transfer probability is obtained for ±B in large t limit, leading to the Onsager symmetry for the transfer probability T (B) = T (−B) [15] .
T (B) (shifted down by -0.2) for neglected interaction between the ring and the channel is plotted in Fig. 2(a) by the black dotted curve. The blue dotted curve in Fig. 2 shows the results when the interaction is included but for a rigidly uniform density of the electron within the ring (the result corresponds to a single equation (1) for the basis limited to l = 0). The electron-electron repulsion reduces the transfer probability but T -for the frozen quantum ring state -remains an even function of B.
For the frozen quantum ring state the channel electron is scattered elastically. The inelastic scattering and the reaction of the ring electron to the Coulomb repulsion of the channel electron is taken into account for the complete basis of l states included in the basis. The black curve in Fig. 2 shows the results for the complete basis obtained for the l = 0 initial state of the quantum ring [this is the isolated ring ground-state for Φ ∈ (−Φ 0 /2, Φ 0 /2) or B ∈ (−0.73, 0.73) T -see Fig. 2(b) ]. At B = 0 the transfer probability is increased with respect to the rigid ring charge case. Near zero magnetic field T (B) distinctly grows with B and the Onsager symmetry is violated.
Snapshots of the evolution of the charge density for B = 0 and B = ±0.5 T is plotted in Fig. 3 . The electron density within the ring is first strongly deformed by the repulsion of the incoming electron. After the scattering the electron state within the ring is a mixture of l eigenstates and its charge density rotates counterclockwise in case of B = −0.5 T and B = 0 and clockwise for B = 0.5 T in accordance with the sign of the average value of the angular momentum as presented in Fig. 2(c) . Fig. 2(d) shows the contributions of different angular momentum ring states to the final state for the case that the quantum ring electron occupied initially the l = 0 orbital as obtained when the channel electron has left the interaction region. For B = 0 we notice that although the l = +1 and l = −1 quantum ring states are degenerate [ Fig. 2(b) ] in the final state the contribution of angular momentum l = +1 dominates over the one for l = −1 -see also for the difference of final and initial ring angular momentum depicted in Fig. 2(c) . The incoming electron carries positive angular momentum (≃ 2h) with respect to the center of the ring. Its partial backscattering is related to the loss of angular momentum that it carries. For the studied system the total angular momentum is not conserved, however the quantum ring at B = 0 tends to absorb the angular momentum of the channel electron. For B > 0 the persistent current of l = 1 state produces a magnetic dipole moment which is oriented antiparallel to the external field [16] hence E 1 grows with B [ Fig. 2(b) ]. As a consequence an increase of B is accompanied by an increase of the energy cost of quantum ring excitation from l = 0 to l = 1 which is responsible for the partial absorption of angular momentum. The transfer of the angular momentum to the ring is reduced [ Fig. 2(c) ], and so is the backscattering probability [ Fig. 2(a) ]. Consistently, for B < 0 the transfer of angular momentum to the quantum ring and the backscattering are enhanced.
The angular momentum absorbed by the ring [ Fig. 2(c) ] is more or less a linear function of B within the range of l = 0 quantum ring ground-state. However, the absorbed energy is not a monotonic function of B. For B < 0 the energy absorbed by the quantum ring first increases due to the increasing contribution of the excited l = 1 state to the final ring state. For B < −0.25 T the energy absorbed by the ring starts to decrease due to lowered energy cost of the excitation from l = 0 to l = 1 [ Fig. 2(b) ].
For B > 0.73 T (B < −0.73 T) the ring ground state corresponds to l = −1 (l = 1). For the quantum ring electron assumed in the ground-state before the scattering T (B) possesses discontinuities at B = ±0.73 T -see the solid parts of the red, black and blue curves in Fig. 2(a) . For B > 0.73 T the lowest-energy excitation of the ringconfined electron is related to the transition l = −1 → 0, i.e. to the positive change of the angular momentum carried by the ring. The quantum ring can again absorb the angular momentum of the channel electron (see the jump in the red line in Fig. 2(c) ) which is related to the rapid mation (see the solid black line below 0.73 T and the solid blue line above 0.73 T). Opposite effect is observed at the transition near B = −0.73 T. For B < −0.73 T the quantum ring ground-state is transformed to l = 1. In order to absorb the angular momentum of the channel electron the ring electron should be excited to l = 2 state which is still high in energy [see Fig. 2(b) ], hence the jump of T in Fig. 2(a) when B decreases below −0.73 T (solid red line at left of the critical field and solid black line at its right).
Discussion. -Magnetic field asymmetry of the single-electron transmission through an asymmetric channel was previously considered in Ref. [17] . It was demonstrated that the transmission probability becomes an asymmetric function of the external magnetic field when the channel is coupled to a metal plate placed at a distance above the channel. The coupling of the electron in the channel with the electron gas in the metal is due to the induction of a positive charge on the metal surface that acts on the electron like the image charge. The image potential translates the different kinetics of the wave packet transfer for opposite magnetic field orientations into a different effective scattering potential. The obtained T (B) asymmetry was attributed [17] to the nonlinear character of the Schrödinger equation with the image charge potential. The non-linear electron-metal interaction -similar to the Hartree potential -results from the assumption that one can attribute a separate wave function to the electron within the channel, which implies a complete neglect of the quantum correlations with the electrons in metal.
In the present work we considered an electron within the channel that was charge coupled to a quantum ring con-taining a single-electron. For that system the problem can be treated exactly and we developed a scheme to solve the linear Schrödinger equation with full account taken of the correlation between the electron within the channel and the electron the ring. A distinct violation of the transmission probability symmetry found here occurs already near B = 0 and results in asymmetric inelastic scattering properties of the ring, while the asymmetry of Ref. [17] -due to the image charge reinforcement of the Lorentz force effects -was visible only at relatively high fields. The Lorentz force, although included in the present model, has a weak effect on the transmission process (Fig. 1) due to the relatively small size of the cavity. Moreover, in the applied coplanar geometry the electron inside the ring can reinforce the Lorentz force effects only to a limited extent, much smaller than the metal placed above the structure as in Ref. [17] .
The potential acting on the electron within the channel as described in the present approach is linear although non-scalar. Therefore, the non-linearity of the Schrödinger equation is not a necessary condition for the magnetic field asymmetry of the single-electron scattering process. The asymmetry results from the interaction of the channel electron with a non-rigid environment.
Summary and conclusions. -In summary, we have studied the scattering of a single-electron injected into a channel containing a potential cavity Coulomb coupled to a charged quantum ring. The problem was solved with the time-dependent Schrödinger approach. The proposed method naturally accounts for inelastic scattering of the channel electron. The obtained results indicate that the backscattering of the electron is enhanced whenever the quantum ring can absorb the angular momentum of the channel electron. Due to the form of the single-ring spectrum the absorption of angular momentum is enhanced for one B orientation and reduced for the other, hence leading to the violation of the Onsager symmetry for a single electron scattering event.
